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I.
IKTRODUCTIQl^.
During the past tan years the use of plate girder
bridges has become for spans up to 100 feet almost univer^
sal vrlth leading railroads. On account of its simplicity
of design, construction, and erection, the plate girder has
displaced the trussed bridges lyhich for the same spans con-
tain less metal but are more complex.
Girders up to lengths which can be transported on
three or four cars are nm considered standard construction.
Lairs making necessary the elevation of tracks in large cit^
ies have tended to increase the use of plate girder bridges.
Their durability and ease of erection and construction have
been recognized to such an extent that the principal rail-
roads have standard plans of plate girder bridges varying
in length from 25 feet, to 100 feet.
It is the purpose of this thesis to examine and
discuss various features of standard designs for plate gir-
der bridges.

II.
THE WEB PLATE,
1 . thickness
.
The thickness of the wab plate is never less than
3/8-inch. It has been found by inspectors that the woh is
the first to shov signs of ^reakness, and for that reason it
might be conduciVG to longevity if the minimum thickness
were increased.
A peculiar feature of the Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa Fe Railvay^s plans is that the v/eb of all single
track bridges is s/S-inch thick, except in cases vrhere head-
room limits the depth. Their standards range from 26 feet
to 105-1/2 feet. The Northern Pacific Railway uses s/s-
CS- inch Tsrebafor lengths of 25 feet to 80 feet, and 7/l6-inch
from 80 feet to 100 feet.
When a double track is constructed cn three gir-
ders^ it is the usual practice to vary the thickness of the
¥eb of the center girder ¥here ever the end shear calls
for a plate thicker than that which can be punched. A
saving of metal and the expanse of reaming all holes in the
web is thus effected. An example of variable veb thick-
ness is the 116-1/2 foot bridge of the Mew York Central and
Hudson River Railroad. The web sections are ll/l6-inch,
9/16-inGh, and 7/16-inch thick. Table 1 shows the varia-
tions found in practice.
building girders of such a length that a. web

5Of variablG thickness necessary much of the simplicity
and ease of transporting and erecting is lost. Such a
girder cannot be assembled in a shop because the length is
too great to admit of convenient transportation. It is
highly probable that the economic lengtn of girder is limit-
ed by the web to such as require a veb which can be punched.
A description of the longest span in America of this type
of bridge will be given later.
2 Depth.
In standard designs there are considerable varia-
tions in the depth of the web plate. There is a difference
in opinion as to the economic depth, but it is evident that
the usual ratio of depth to length is l/lO for spans up to
80 feet while as the length increases the ratio decreases.
It may be as small as l/l2 for spans of 100 feet, and for
still longer bridges it may reach l/l4. The Chicago, Mil-
waukee, and St Paul Railway constructed a single-track gir^
der bridge at Janesville, V/isconsin, which had a span of
114-1/2 feet and a depth of 9^l/2 feet- a ratio of 1 to 12.
Ralph Modje ski's plans for the Northern Pacific
Railway are good examples of modern plate girder design.
His 100 foot deck girder has a depth of 8 feet . In the
design of these plans Mod^eski followed the practice of con-
sidering the web as taking part of the moment, and in gir^
ders which necessitated splicing of the webshe did not con-
sider any part of them effective as flange area,
Henry Szlapka has deduced a set of formulas which
were published in the Engineering Record. By the formu-

4las, which tha author states he has us9d in his practice,
he endeavors to shov/ that the economic depth varies from
1/7 to 1/9 of the span according to the amount of moment
vhich the ¥eb is assumed to take. If his theory ¥ere
strictly adhered to the economic length of girders \srould
be 90 feet, which is obviously not correct • It is to be
supposed that Szlaplca's formulas are not practicable, be-
cause the assumptions used in deriving them are incorrect.
Johnson in his Modern Framed Structures, page 334,
shows that the depth may vary 10^ and cause a change in
weight of only one half of one per cent. Practical con-
siderations ma^A be such as to make a slight increase in
weight and decrease in depth preferable to theoretical
economic depth with less weight. After examining a number
of girders, a summary of which is given in the table fol-
lowing, we find a range of the ratio of depth to length,
which varies from to —
7.1 13.7
_3. Stiffeners.
It has been shown by theory and experiments, that
the forces acting in the web of a plate girder are at an
angle of 45 degrees to the vertical, and that the tensile
and compressive stresses intersect. In spite of the above
facts, the practice of using vertical stiffeners is
universal. If stiffeners were placed inclined the de-
tails of the girder would be such as to rob this style of
construction of its main advantage- simplicity of erection.
The fact that girders with vertical stiffening angles have
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6been used extensively, and found to be satisfactory, is
sufficient proof that this practice is on the side of safe-
ty.
The usual spacing of stiffeners is that specified
by Cooper - "not more than five feet apart,ncr a greater dis-
tance than the dep«ih of girder." The end angles should not
be placed more than IS inches apart. In some designs the
spacing of stiffeners is varied from 18 inches at the end,
to the maximuM of 5 feet at the center. The end stiffen-
ers are designed to resist the maximum shear, ?,'-hile the in-
termediate angles are made of equal size and usually are
not proportioned to resist the siiear at the points at isrhich
they are placed. Probably the most used shapes for inter-
mediate stiffeners are the 5" x 3-l/2" x s/s" angles. They
are placed ^ith the 5-inch leg out- standing, and their use
for spans of 75 feet to 10€ feet, spaced according to
Cooper's Specifications, might be taken as a rule of thumb
for designing.
Prank W. Skinner in the Engineering Record of Oct.
7, 1905, gives a number of condensed specifications for
stiffeners as required by different railroads and bridge
companies* He says that there are no technical reasons
for such great variations in specifications of different
roads for structures for the same service. It appears
that there is a great diversity of opinion among engineers
as to the spacing of stiffeners, and thef^ction under stress.
In examining the specifications given in Skinner's

7article a great many details of importance are seen to be
lacking. Some do not mention whether stiffeners are to
be crimped or fillers used, while others do not give any
specifications except for spacing. Again, in some the
depth of girder governs the size of stiffeners, while the
Southern Railway Company vary them according to the ratio
of the depth of v/eb to its thickness. The Lake Shore and
Michigan Southern Railroad specifies that certain angles shall
be used on girders of certain length. The Lehigh Valley
Railroad specifies that for girders 3- feet higli and under,
angles not less than 3" x 3" x 3/8" shall be used; for gir-
ders 10 feet high not less than 6" x 3-1/2" x 3/8"; for
girders between 3 feet and 10 feet high stiffeners shall
be proportionate to the sizes stated.
Assuming a girder 75~feet long with a depth of 7
feet and a thickness of web of 3/8- inch, the size of stiff-
ener angles may be 4" x 3" x 5/l6" , 4" x 3" x 3/8", or
5" X 3-1/2" X 3/8", according to different specifications.
If we assume the unsupported distance between flange angles
to be 75 inches, we can get a range of maximum spacing vary-
ing from 5 feet to 14 feet as shown in I able 2.
In view of the fact that so little is known con-
cerning the function of the stiffeners, the specifications
given by Cooper in regard to spacing should be accepted
as this gives the greatest safety. There is a difference
of opinion as to when crimping, and when fillers should be
used on intermediate stiffeners. It is almost universally
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9specified that end stiffeners shall have fillers. In some
instances the end of the plate is stiffened, not only by
means of angles, but also with two reinforcing plates. All
angles are placed in pairs, one on each side of the web, aind
are ground to fit very closely up to the flange angle.
4, Splices,
There are a variety of styles of web splices in
standard girder design. The length of plate rolled for
any required depth determines in a way the position of spli-
ces, but this length is usually decreased in order that
splices may be placed at stiffeners.
Six methods of splicing the web are shown on
Plate 1. Fig. 1 shows the simplest form, and is capable
of effectively resisting shear only. An objection to this
form is that the splices are proportioned for shear only,
and the number of rivets in such splices is often so small
as to render it certain that those near the top and bottom
are over strained by bending.
In the other types shown a plate is placed at the
top and bottom of the splice, and enough rivets are put in
to resist the bending stresses on the section. The bend-
ing stresses being zero at the neutral axis, and increasing
uniformly toward the flanges, it is necessary that the
rivets near the top and bottom be space closer than those
near the center. In order to provide sufficient space for
the rivets where the bending stresses area maximum, plates
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with thair length parallel to the length of giifder, are
used. The spacing of plates and rivets are shoTO in Plate
1.
III.
IHB ELA1.'GE.
1» Forms.
The most common flange is that sho^ in Fig. 1,
Plate 2, and consists of t¥0 angles and one or more cover
plates. It is used on all girders in T^hich one half of
the chord stress does not require angles larger than S^xS".
It rill, be found that 6" x 6" angles are usually used on
spans up to 80 feet, and the 6" x 8" and 8» x 8" angles
for longer spans. A feature of note is tnat^ with one
exception, all flange angles of the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway standards are 6" x 6" . That exception
is the Class A, lOC-foot decic girder, upon which 8" x 8" x
7/8* angles are used*
Frequently in order to increase the bearing value
of the rivets so that it li^ill be equal to, or greater than,
their value in double shear, a plate v/ill be introduced be-
tween the veb and angles as shov/n by Pig. 2. The plates
nay be extended to engage more than one row of rivets.
For very heavy girders a flange. Fig. 3, consist-
ing of four angles and several cover plates, is used exten-
sively. Side plates are sometimes put into this form of
flange.
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Types shouTL by Fig. 1> 2 and 3, aro the most
common, but lately there has come into use for decK girders
three forms of top flanges which are completely of angles.
The bottom flanges are made up in the usual manner. Pig. 4,
5, and 6, Plate 2, shovr the arrangement of the top flanges.
The loirer angles do not extend the full length of the girders^
the lower one of Fig. 6 being shorter than the middle angle,
which in turn is less than the length of the girder. The
top angle is full length.
The angle form of top flange brings into its com^
position members which are best suited to resist compress-
ion. It forms a smooth bearing for the ties v/hich are
notched over the 3/4- inch projection of the web plate. It
is here that the weakness lies. By this construction the
angles receive the direct action of wheel loads, and it is
a fair supposition that they will worM loose. The flange
plates of Fig. 1> 2, and 3 not only take up stress but they
protect the angles and give stiffness; remove the plates and
the angles will evidently be under a disadvantage. The
cracks between the web and the angles will form convenient
receptacles for quantities of water, which are not to be de-
sired because it will reach the rivets in addition to weak-
ening the flange angles by rusting them. The effective
depth of both girder and web is decreased by the angle top
flange. The last is not a very serious defect because a
girder may vary 10% from the effective depth, and increase
the weigjit only 1/2 of one per cent.
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It is quite common practice to fasten the lateral
bracing to the bottom angle. The efforts of wind and lat-
eral vibration are applied at the top of the flange and act-
ing on a lever- v^ith the stiffeners as a point of support,
tend to tear the lower angle a^va^y from the web.
The Chicago and Alton Railway use the angle flange
shown in Pig. 5, and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St, Paul
Railway use the type of Fig. 6, for standard deck girders.
The latter attempts to overcome the difficulty stated above.
Short lengths of stiffener angles are placed betv^een the
outstanding legs of the flange angles, and the lateral brac-
ing is connected to the top angle. The connection plate
for the cross framing is cut out to clear the lower angle.
The detail is objectionable because it allows a lim.ited
space to work in and considerable shop expense is connected
with its use.
Channels are not adaptable for flanges of plate
girders. The flanges of the channels are too narrow to
permit the use of cover plates of sufficient width to give
the necessary stiffness, and the webs are usually too thin
to allow stable connections without the use of an excessive
number of rivets.
The specifications given by Cooper state that one
half of the total flange area must be angles. This is not
rigidly followed. In Table 3^ the per cent of total flange
area which is composed of angles, varies from 24 to 69.
There is no specific law governing the variation, but in
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general the per cent of angles decreases as the length of
girder increases. The per cents given in the table would
be much smaller if l/s of the area of the ^^eb had been
considered effective flange area. As given they are suf-
ficient for comparison,
2, Splices.
Flange splices are made with plates or angles, or
with both. The angle splices are staggered and made sym-
metrical with respect to the center of the span. Fig. 1
and 2, Plate 3, illustrate the method of splicing the angle.
The splice angles are sheared to fit inside the flange an-
gle. In some designs the splice angle on the opposite side of
the web is omitted or simply a plate used on the vertical
leg. In Fig, 2 it is seen that three plates, one on each
side of the web and one on the outstanding leg of the an-
gle spliced, form the splice. The cover plates are spliced
hy lapping the plates.
IV.
LATERAL BRAOIl^G.
1. Forms.
There are three styles of bracing in standard
practice. The Warren type with sub- struts is the most
prevalent. The diagonal members are designed to resist
reversed stresses, and to give a maximum stiffness with a
miinimum amount of metal.
The diagonals of the cross-brace , the other form
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in comirion use, ara designed for tension only, and is the
"bracing used by those who do not believe in subjecting a
member to alternating stresses. On long girders •^'.''hich re-
quire large shapes for the bracing, the cross -brace is the
favorite type. This style ^as used on the 131-foot girder
bridge of the Erie Railroad; the diagonal members being
each composed of two angles. The cross-struts are usually
placed at stiffeners.
The simple Warren bracing is sometimes used on
short spans, but is not stiff enough for long bridges. The
cross frames of decK girders are of the cross-bracing style.
The end frames are made heavy enough to carry one half of
the total wind load. The selection and placing of inter-
mediate frames is a matter of practice.
Some designs place a filler between the underside
of the flange angle and the connecting plate of the bracing,
in order that the rivets in the plate may not come into con-
tact with the tie which is notched over the flange. This
is a useless detail vfhenever the notch in the tie is not
deeper than a single cover plate, and the thickness of the
flange angle is greater than the depth of rivet head. When
there is a succession of girder spans, the lateral bracing
is sometimes made continued s throughout the length. The
girders may be fastened together b;^' rivets through the end
stiffeners, a filler being placed between them. This ar-
rangment serves to unite the several spans, and relieves the
pier masonry by carrying the wind reactions on to the a-
butments
.
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.2. Shapes used in construction
.
Qo S0M9 of the first girders constructed the lat-
erals were all tension members, and composed of round rods.
Round members are never used in modern designs on account
of the rapid decrease in strength caused by the action of
the elements, and the great vibration allowed by them. An-
gles are now almost universally used, although in excep-
tional cases plates have taMen their place. The Illinois
Central Railway used plates for laterals on some of their
sub-way girders. For the end cross- frames of heavy gir-
ders, the Morthern Pacific Railway designs require seven-
inch channels. The angles used in the laterals are often
fastened by both legs, in order to develop the full strength
of the member. The practice of using 3-l/2" x 3-l/2" x
3/8" angles for intermediate cross- frames spaced every two
or three panels, is quite common for all spans.
The advantages of plates for tension members of
lateral bracing are becoming recognized. There is no waste
of metal and in addition to being economical, they are easy
to handle. The only disadvantage is a tendency to sag; but
on through bridges sagging can be prevented by attaching the
plates to the stringers.
V.
FLOOR SYSTiMS
.
1. Decfe bridges.
On deck girders the ties are notched over the
flanges to form the floor system. Every fourth tie is fast-
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enod to the flange by a bolt. The details are shown in the
figures in Plate 4.
A solid floor is made by placing the ties as near
together as possible and putting ballast on them. The bal-
last retards the drainage of ?/'ater and becomes saturated,
consequently rotting the ties.
Stringers are not generally used in the floor sys-
tems of deck plate girder bridges. The standard floor for
deck girders on the Boston and Maine Railroad^ Pig. 3, Plate 4/
has stringers placed five feet on canters, with their tops
flush with the tops of the girders. Four supports for the
ties are thus available, and the top flanges are relieved
of the direct action of wheel loads. The system constitutes
a large part of the bracing, and the cost is greater than
that of the ordinary floor by an amount equal, approximately,
to two suits of ties. The system is to be commended for
very deep girders, but the practice of placing deck girders
6 1/2 or 7 feet on centers is doing away with the need for
stringers.
2. Through bridges.
The floor systems for through girder bridges, Plate
5, consist essentially of cross floor beams connecting the
girders and stringers between the beams. The ties are
notched over the stringers. Where a shallow floor is de-
sired the ties are set on angles riveted to the webs, or
directly on the bottom flanges. Fig. 3, Plate 5. The ties
used must be long, and the deflection of them mafees the
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floor unreliable . When the supporting angles are used the
vet) is very likely to be distorted and unduly stressed. It
is never proper to transfer stress to one side of the flange.
The best and most elaborate floor system consists
of gusset plates, attached to the u^eb, to vhich the floor
beams are connected. The stringers are placed between the
cross-beams, about 5 feet on centers. The gusset plates
take the place of top laterals and prevent lateral motion
of the top flanges. See Pig. 1 and 2, Plate 5.
In old designs the gusset plate reached only to
the top of the cross-beam, to Tfhich it ^as fixed by a pair
of angles. The cross-beam extended from one isreb plate to
the other. The gusset plate was attached to the veb plate
with two angles. Pig. 1, Plate 5.
A better design than the one described above, con-
tinues the gusset plate doim to the bottom of the floor
beam, to v.^hich it is attached by splice plates. Pig. 2, Plate
5. The point of the reaction is thus moved tov/ard the
center of the bridge, the moment is decreased, and the gusset
plate transfers the stress to the web plate. It is common
practice to stiffen the edge of the gusset plate with a pair
of angles. Unless bent over and riveted to the under side
of the upper flange an^es, the stiffeners are not of much
value as strengtheners. The floor beams and stringers are
made of built up or rolled sections. Rolled beams are used
when the panel length is short.
Some designs rest those stringers in the end panels
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on the masonry. The best designs provide an and floor
beam. The advantages of the end floor beara as stated by
J, A. L. Waddell, are as follovrs; "It allors a homogeneous
motion of contraction and expansion for all the metal in
the structure, with only two places for sliding or rolling
motion, a greater rigidity of the floor system in the end
panels, and a very satisfactory end lower lateral strut."
When traffic is to pass under a bridge there must
be protection from falling coal, ashes, water, and other
things w'hich might occasion damage or discomfort. In res-
idence districts it is desirable to subdue the rumbling
caused by passing trains. The solid floor is an attempt
to fulfill these necessary requirements for city use. It
is possible to prevent the greater nuisance, but trains
passing on girder bridges will cause more or less dis-
turbance by creating a dull, disagreeable noise.
The types of solid floors now in use are made of
rolled shapes and plates. The floor shoTO by Pig. 4, Plate
5, made up of plates and angles is the most widely used.
Fig. 5 and 6 are two other forms of solid floor. The solid
floor^eigh from 30 pounds to 40 pounds per square foot.
In his formulas for steel weights of through girder bridges,
Johnson allows 300 pounds per foot, extra, for solid floors.
These floors are rigid, durable, and v.^atertight , but are
costly. The troughs are usually filled with concrete,
either cement, or asphaltic. The ties are placed on ballast
as on a roadbed.
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VI.
BS.ARINGS,
Almost all railroads have standard bearings for
different lengths of girders. There are tA70 general types
of bearings; cast bearings, both cast-iron and cast- steel;
and bearings made up of plates and shapes.
Cooper* s Specifications are generally adhered to
in the design of bearings. Bridges less than eighty feet
in length are secured to the masonry at one end, and the
other is free to move upon a smooth surface; a finished
plate being fastened to the masonry and one to the girder.
Rollers imy be used. All bridges over eighty feet in
length have hinged bolsters under both ends and a form of
expansion bearing at one end. The expansion may be taken
up by the movement of rollers moving between two plates,
or by the tipping of segments. On the Wothern Pacific Rail-
way all spans under sixty-five feet are without rollers.
The Chicago, Milwaukee and St Paul Railway does not use
rollers on spans of less than ninety feet.
There has been some discussion simong engineers
as to the relative merits of cast iron and cast steel when
used in bearings. Those who favor cast iron claim that it
will stand twenty five years of service without appr*eciable .
deterioration, and that wrought iron and cast steel often
pit so as to become useless after five years of service.
The cost of cast steel is twice that of cast iron, so that
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for tho same price twice as much iron as steel, can be used
in the bearings. Machine ij'^orK done upon cast iron costs
about the same as that for cast steel. The steel bearing
is undoubtedly' the strongest and most uniform casting; but
even in cast iron bearings there is more metal than is
really necessary.
Bearings made of shapes and plates are quite
frequently used. Pedestals of this type are often de-
signed having a pin to transmit the load from the girder
to the bearing. Fig. 1 and 2, Plate 6, This form of beap-
ing uses the least amoant of metal necessary, but it is
doubtful whether it possesses the rigidity of the cast
bearings.
The methods of allov/ing for the expansion of the
structure are quite varied. The simplest expansion bearr
ing consists of a smooth plate on the girder which can
slide on another smooth plate that is fastened to tne mar-
sonry. It is used on short girders.
The Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad uses
a sliding bearing for girder bridges up to 90 feet in length.
The form for 70»to 90-foot girders is shov/n in Fig.l, Plate
5, The shoe is cast steel and the bolster is cast iron.
A phosphor-bronze disc forms the sliding surface- Fig. 2,
represents a form of bearing made up of plates and angles.
Expansion is taken up by segments, which are prevented from
tipping beyond a certain angle by the bars on the sides.
In some designs the segments rest upon T-rails placed paral-
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lei to th9 length of the bridge, as shown in Pig. 3.
The Canadian Pacific Railroad provides a spheri-
cal bearing for long span girders. Deflection, distort
tion, and expansion, are vrell provided for. A plate fast-
ened to the girder is hored out to fit the convex surface
of a cast -steel disc izrhose upper surface has been turned
to the form of a spherical segment. The radius of the
bored out portion is siightlj^ffian that of the segment.
At the expansion end rollers protected from dirt by angles
,
are used. Fig. 4, Plate 6, shows the details for the bear-
ing of a 100 -foot through span.
Roller expansion-bearings are the most coraraon
type, but they have not proved satisfactory. In spite of
all precaution dirt will accumulate in them and thej- will
not roll. The segmental bearing is an attempt to provide
more efficiently for expansion. Ivtachine work on segmental
bearings is a large item of cost. The Northern Pacific
Railway specifies that the segmental surfaces and the sur-
face upon which they rest, shall be very smooth. The
bearing value per inch is the same as for circular cylin-
drical rollers, but the segments do not require so much
space as the former.
It is. common practice to make the bolster at the
fixed end greater in depth than at the expansion end, by an
amount equal to the depth of rollers or segments. The ma-
sonry at both ends can then be built to the same elevation.
A marked difference in the height of pedestals is noticeable.
The variations in some cases are due to the fact that one

engineer attemps to save raasonr:y> v/hile another endeavors
to save metal.
VII.
FORM OF TH3 GIRDjIRS>
The usual form of girder is that of a simple rec-
tangular beam. Such a structure is not pleasing to the
eye. In order to vary the monotony of the design, the
^pper corners are sometimes rounded off. The cost of dies
for this work is considerable, and it is desirable to keep
the radius of the curve constant as far as possible for
any one order for girders.
VIII.
THE SPACIKQ OF 'THii; GIRDjSiS.
The spacing of girders is a matter of much im-
portance. One class of engineers favor a wide spacing,
about 10 fe^t, for deck girders; another class require them
spaced 6- 1/2 and 7 feet upon centers. The former class
usually varies the distance center to center according to
the depth, while the latter use the same spacing for all
spans. It is a question whether the stiffness and rigid-
ity which is assured b^ wide spacing, compensates for the
extra expense for larger ties which are required with it.
J. A. L. V/addell, famed for designing staunch structures,
places all long girders a distance apart, center to center,

equal to tha nearast one half foot to one tenth of the
span.
In the Technograph, published at the University
of Illinois, for 1904-1905, an example of ^j?ide spacing is
examined. The bridge noted is on the Duluth and Iron
Range Railroad, over Little Sucker Greeij, near Duluth.
It consists of five spans each about 63 feet long, and two
toTsrer spans of 17- 1/2 feet each. The bridge is of the
deck girder type, and all girders are placed 10 feet upon
centers. A comparison is made of the bridge as built, vith
a similar structure having girders 7 feet 6 inches on cen-
ters. It is shown that the actual bridge ii^eighs 6-3/45^
more than it vould if the girders ^ere placed 7 feet 6 inches
*
on centers. There is also an' increase of Q4% on the deck-
ing. The example given shows the large increase in first
cost due to vide spacing.
The advantages claimed for wide spacing are as
follows:- (a) increased stability; (b) increased safety in
case^^erailment ; (c) accessibility in case of accident, the
wrecking crew having a much betiLer opportunity to work a-
round the train. The advantages of wide spacing are, in the
opinion engineers, offset by the low first cost of a bridge
with girders closer together. Ample rigidity is secured
with girders 8-1/2, 7, or 7-l/ki feet on c^^ters.
The spacing of girders for througji bridges is
determined by the usual clearance diagram, and the variations
in different designs are not prominent enough to merit dis-
cussion.
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IX,
WEIGHTS OF GIRDER SPAlxiS
.
There are very noticeable variations in the veights
of standard girder bridges constructed by leading railroads.
Plate 7 shoijrs very clearly the variations. The curves rep-
resenting Johnson's f orinulas(¥=. 12L-+-150 for deck girders,
and vfr 12L4-500 for through bridges), \i^ere derived by the
method of least squares from actual weights of The American
Bridge Company •'S medium -steel bridges. It is seen that the
JSorthern Pacific Railway's medium-steel girder bridges ap-
proach very closely the weights given by thesgformulas . The
weights of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway"s deck
girder bridges, class A, agree with the formula even more
closely than do those of the Northern Pacific. The weights
of the former *s structures could not well be shown on the
diagram. Their class B girder bridges consist of four shal-
low girders, and are of course much heavier than the class
A spans. The Lehigh Valley Railroad's standard soft-steel
bridges designed for Cooper's E50 loading, are very heavy.
Their througn bridges weigh about the same as class C of
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Pe Railway. Double-track
deck-bridges consist of four girders and the weights are
almost twice those given for single track structures.
Plate 8 shows the difference between the weights of double-
track deck- and througJ:i girder- bridges of the Lehigh Valley
Railroad
.
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She variations in the \79ights of similar structures
constructed by different railroads may be accounted for as
noted in the folloi^-ing. A variation in the ratio of depth
to length will cause a difference in weight. If the spac-
ing, center to center of girders, varies for bridges of the
same length, there will be a variation in the weights of the
structures. The variations given have been spoken of in
detail. Specifications differ as to unit stresses and the
use of medium or soft steel. There will, however, be only
a slighL difference in weight caused by the difference in
specifications if the same loading is used in the design.
X.
THE LONGEST PLATE GrlRDER SPAN IM AiMERICA.
V/ith the exception of the 170 -foot girder-span
erected in India more than 40 years ago, the 131-foot 4-inch
bridge of the Erie Railroad is the longest known. It spans
Yankee Run near Hubbard, Ohio. In weight it is about tne
same as a truss bridge of the same length. It is a single-
track bridge of the deck-girder type^ and carries a track
having a curvature of 3 degrees and 30 minutes. The gir^
ders are placed 9 feet on centers, and are aboat 10 fe3t
deep. The web is l/2-inch thick at the center and 9/l6
inch at the ends. The camber is l/s-inch per 10 feet.
The maximum flange section consists of four 6" x
8" X 7/8" angles and four 20" x s/s" cover plates. The
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first covor-plato extends to the end of the girder, and the
lower angles are about 6 feet shorter. The shortest cover-
plate is 64 feet 6 inches lor'% Splices in the flange an-
gle are staggered^ and placed -symmetrical with respect to the
center.
The cast steel pedestals used are placed 128 feet
4 inches apart on centers, and are fastened to the bottom
flange with nine 1 -inch . tap -bolt s. Those at the expansion
end weigh 1^15 pounds each.
The girders v.'ere riveted up complete in the shop,
and woigli about 113;700 pounds each. The main features of
the girders and the method of transporting them are shown ii
Plate 9 and 10. Eight cars carried the two girders to the
bridge site, and by taking special precautions it v/as pos-
sible to transport them around 6 and 8 degree curves, al-
thoagli at slow speeds.
For a complete description see the Engineering
Record, Vol. 52, p. 324, Sept. 16, 1905.
XI.
Standard plate girder bridge designs of various
railroads disagree on a great many points of importance.
The main differences are as follov/s:
1. Ratio of depth of web plate to length of girder.
2. Maximum economical length of girder bridges.
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3. Th9 maxiinum spacing and 3iz3 of stiffenar angles.
4. Crimping of stiffaner angles.
5. The proper form of top flan^^for deck girder bridges.
6. The ratio of the area of angles in the flange to the
total flange area,
7- Per cent of the weh area to be considered effective
as flange area.
8. Shapes for lateral bracing.
9. Form of bearing at the expansion end.
10. Spacing of girders.
11. Weight.
A brief summary of the investigation upon the points noted
vill be given.
The limits of the ratios of depth to length, of
a number of bridges examined are l/v.i as a maximum^and
l/l3.7 as a minimum. It is conceded that the economical
ratio is about l/lO. For short bridges the ratio is in-
creased, and for bridges over 100 feet in length it is de-
creased. The ratios given below represent the best prac-
tice.
Lengths of Bridges
feet.
Minimum ratio of depth to
length
.
25 to 50 1/9
50 to 75 1/10
75 to 100 1/11
100 to 125 1/12.5
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It is b9li9V9d that th9 above ratios will giv9 sconomical
structur9s
.
^Ehe Maximum economical length of girder bridge
will vary for different railroads. The maximum curves will
dictate the length of girder which can be transported econ-
omically. If each girder can not be riveted complete in
the shop, tiie truss bridge will prove to be the preferable
structure. The equipment for erecting girders must also
be considered in this connection. The opinion is held
that where maximum curvature and equipment are of minor
importance, the economical length of single track girders
is limited to those of such lengths that require web-plates
which can be punched. There must, however, be a minimum
number of web splices, in order not to unnecessarily in-
crease the weight and cost of the structure.
The maximum spacing of stiffener angles is 5- feat
in the best practice. It is at^reed tnat end angles shouM
have sufficient area to resist the end shear. The size
of intermediate stiffeners may be given in the specifica-
tions, or their selection may be left as a natter of judge-
ment. Practice is about evenly divided in regard to
crimping and using fillers for intermediate stiffeners.
Bod angles are nearly alv/ays fillered. The action of stiff-
eners is not well understood, and is a matuer which requires
further investigation.
Top flanges, for deck bridges, composed of angles
only, are used on a few roads. They are not generally ac-
cepted because of the well formed belief that the flange
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angles require protection from veather-ing and direct action
of the vmeel loads. In order to give a maximum stiffness
at least one half of the total flange area must be in an-
gles. On short girders the area of angles is often more
than one half of the total flange area. For long girders
the reverse is true. On the girders investigated the area
of flange angles varied from 0.69 of the area of plates plus
angles for a 26-foot bridge, to 0.24 for a 131-foot bridge.
It is common practice to consider l/s of the area of the
web plate as effective flange area. \¥hen the ireb requires
splicing some designs require that no portion of it shall be
regarded as effective flange area.
For lateral bracing, angles are almost universally
used. 'ihe^^ are easily handled and v/ill not sag. Plates
are cheaper and easy to handle, but v;ill sag unless sup-
ported. Rods are never used in modern designs because of
the large decrease in strength caused by weathering, and
a tendency to vibrate and rattle.
There are many who advocate the use of the seg-
mental bearing. Its cost is more tnan that of the roller
bearing, but if properly designed to prevent tipping too
far, its efficiency is such that the extra cost appears to
be justified. Roller bearings are liable to becomte clogged .
Cast iron shoes are not as costly as those of cast steel,
but give ample strength.
Some engineers space the girders for deck gir-
ders 10 or 10 1/2 feet upon centers, wnile others space
them 6 1/2, 7, or 7 1/2 feet, center to center. The
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arguments in favor of wide spacing are;- (1) increased
rigidity of structure, (2) increased safety in case of de-
railment, (3) more room for the wrecking cre¥ to work,
in case of a wreck upon the bridge. To offset the above-
Cl) the cost of the metal is decreased appreciably by nar-
row spacing, {2) the cost of the floor system is decreased,
((3) and ample rigidity is secured with the spacing of aboat
7 feet.
The weigh(us of girders vary with the ratio of
depth to length, spacing, and specifications concerning
unit stresses and kind of metal to be used, J, B. John-
son's formulas give weights very close to actual weights
of economical designs.
XII.
CQNCLUSIOiV.
The plate girder bridge is a comparatively new
design and there ar3 many points in regard to it upon which
engineers do not agree. However, this type of structure
has given general satisfaction because of its safety,
rigidit^^, and ease of erection and construction.
The fact that the details may be varied consid-
erably and still leave the structure safe, durable, and
reliable, is a great point in its favor; indeed we migjit
say that it has elasticity of design. The design is siin-
ple in comparison with that of other bridges. For spans
of from 25 feet i;o 125 feet, the girder bridge is a most
desirable structure.
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